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With her fiery personality and organic sense of humour, award-winning journalist Brodie Kane has proven herself to be a natural when 
it comes to connecting with audiences.  During her career, Brodie has reported for Seven Sharp and Fair Go, worked as a sports 
presenter for TVNZ Breakfast

and co-hosted The Hits Breakfast and most recently set up her own business –Brodie Kane Media.  Brodie produces a weekly podcast 
called Kiwi Yarns, where she sits down and yarns to great New Zealanders, sharing their back stories, front stories, even stories where 
they went sideways!

She also co-hosts The Girls Uninterrupted  (previously Girls On Top ), a light-hearted podcast where no topic is too risqué! Her 
no-nonsense yet down-to-earth approach is unique to the industry, and you can be guaranteed what you see is what you get!

Brodie ’s professionalism and kindness has made her a huge success in the world of public speaking.  A proud Kiwi girl, Brodie is able 
to make her audience feel absolutely welcome and engaged –her authenticity shines through in everything she does!

Testimonials.

Brodie was ideal for the Sports Awards and had some local insight into Tairawhiti having been in surf life saving here.  She held the 
audience and kept the evening on track and was able to read the presenters on stage throwing in a bit of light humour.  Evening was a 
huge success, thanks Brodie.

Prue Younger, Director Public Impressions Ltd. 

- Tairawhiti Sports Awards Dinner Nov 2018

Duco Events has had the pleasure of working with Brodie Kane for the last two years on the T20 Black Clash with Brodie hosting the 
event.

Brodie is professional, creative and has a phenomenal ability to help bring our event to life in a live working environment for both TV 
broadcast and in stadia –a huge feat in itself!
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Testimonials continued...

She is quick to read the play, adapt under pressure and change direction when needed.  Brodie is hugely respected and is the ideal 
person to have the role of host as both the talent and fans feel extremely comfortable with her –she is always getting great content 
and banter!

Brodie is passionate, hugely entertaining, easy to work with and delivers every single time! 

We ’re looking forward to her hosting the 2021 Black Clash in Christchurch already. 

Alanna Jones

Group Marketing Manager

- Duco Events

Brodie Kane was an outstanding MC for our 2017 Firefighter Sky Tower Stair Challenge dinner.  Brodie’s warmth and professionalism 
made the evening a huge success and the audience responded extremely well to her energy, quick wit and sense of humour.  Brodie 
also showed great sensitivity and compassion in dealing with families that had been affected by blood cancer.  We were inundated 
with positive feedback about Brodie and look forward to working with her in the future.  I would recommend her to anyone wanting a 
first-class MC for their event.

- Georgie Hackett General Manager Leukaemia &Blood

I have known Brodie for almost 2 years now and have dealt with her mainly in the capacity of Tutor at the NZ School of Radio in 
Tauranga.

Brodie has been teaching TV Presenting at the school a few times a year for the past 2 years.  She has been brilliant and is always a 
pleasure to have.

She interacts really well with the students and keeps things entertaining with a few war stories from the industry, which they love 
hearing about!

Brodie is a bit of a character and is full of enthusiasm, but approaches tasks with complete professionalism. 

We will continue to have her down to the school in the future as she is a huge asset. 
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Testimonials continued...
- Hamish Denton –Managing Director NZ School of Rad

I strogly endorse the services of Brodie Kane as an MC, Commentator and general all round“entertainer”

While I worked for Surf Life Saving New Zealand as Sport Manager we were fortunate to have the services of Brodie at our events,
these events included -

1. 	Lion Foundation Surf League

2. 	BP Inflatable Rescue Boat New Zealand Championships

3. 	New Zealand Surf Life Saving Championships

4. 	100 Years of Surf Life Saving Celebrations–Festival of Sport

Brodie was our lead commentator for these events which were held during the summers of 2008 through until 2011. 

I would highly recommend Brodie to anyone looking for a very knowledgeable, smart and energetic MC, Commentator, entertainer or 
host.

- Mark Weatherall CEO –Canoe Racing New Zealand

Re: Support of Brodie Kane

Experiencing the impact of educating young children through Duffy Books in Homes Role Model assemblies, nothing is more 
rewarding and satisfying than watching the enthusiasm, excitement and energy of young people eager to listen, watch and learn from 
our role models.

Brodie was a role model at a number of our schools in Auckland in April this year.  Brodie shared with the children her own life story 
plus reinforcing the Duffy Books in Homes message "Its cool to read, Its cool to achieve". The feedback from young children, teachers,
and parents alike, have been super positive and Brodie's message offers the opportunity and an experience for all children and 
parents who watch to be challenged, inspired and encouraged.
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Testimonials continued...
In my role with Books in Homes, we recognise the impact of role models presenting and reinforcing our literacy messages.  Through 
the work of all our role models including Brodie, this creates a fun and cool way to reach children and present specific attitudes,
lifestyles and outlooks of life which embodies and provides immense positive benefits for young people.

- Henry Tuipe 'a - Duffy Books in Homes


